A significant body of opinion urges humanity to abandon its use of nuclear energy -both in power generation and in weapons. Let me briefly state some of the objections to the use of nuclear energy:
• The accident at Fukoshima and to the one 25 years ago at Chernobyl show, it is said, that nuclear power plants require superhuman skills for safe operation and we do not have such people.
• While there were not many direct casualties from radiation in
Chernobyl and none at Fukoshima nuclear accidents are seen as worse than any other. Many square kilometers of land are contaminated at various levels and for long periods. In the Ukraine many children have been hit by thyroid cancer and some have died. Other people have received varying doses of radiation. The psychological trauma is great and some may develop cancers although it will not be possible to identify which among millions of cancers cases are due to radiation.
• Critics further insist that it is immoral for our generation to reap the benefits of nuclear power and leave waste that will remain a hazard for succeeding generations even a hundred thousand years from now; • They remind us that any further use of nuclear weapons would be a catastrophe and that a nuclear war could even cause a 'nuclear winter' and wipe out humankind.
• They claim that the world does not need nuclear power. Alternative sources of energy are available, notably wind and solar power.
In my view nuclear -and other -disarmament would increase geopolitical security. In the post Cold War world disarmament should become possible as globalization make states increasingly dependent upon each other. It would remove many risks and tensions, reduce absurdly inflated military budgets and free up resources badly needed to protect the environment.
Nuclear power will not, I think, be abandoned as it can help significantly and economically to provide the vast amounts of energy that the world is craving and do so with low -but not zero -risk and with waste products that can be safely isolated from the biosphere. Together with increased efficiency in the generation and use of energy and technological innovations, nuclear power is probably the most important tool we have to counter global warming. While nuclear science and technology have come a long way they are not at the end but in the early part of history. They should continue to pluck apples from the tree of knowledge.
Renewable sources will be of increasing value but will remain marginal.
Wind mills and solar cells will hardly provide industry, mega-cities and communications the base load electricity they need at acceptable cost.
Let me now go into greater detailed. I begin with
THE MILITARY USE of NUCLEAR ENERGY
During the peak of the Cold War there were more than 50.000 nuclear warheads in the world -most of them in the US and the Soviet Union. Both superpowers had the ability to inflict a crippling retaliatory nuclear strike on the other if it was attacked. It was called MAD -Mutually Assured Destruction. Whether the MAD prospect was what prevented war, as some experts claim, is uncertain. Some are convinced that sheer luck prevented nuclear war -as in the Cuban crises.
After the end of the Cold War the overkill capacity was seen by both superpowers as an unnecessary burden and some 25,000 nuclear warheads have been dismantled. Much fissile material was transformed into fuel for nuclear power plants -megatons were transformed into megawatts.
With the Obama administration taking office in 2009 hope arose for a relaunching of negotiated nuclear disarmament that had stagnated, especially during the Bush administration. The new START agreement between the US and Russia was signed already in 2010. It committed to some modest but real reductions in nuclear weapons and delivery vehicles and it raised expectations of more.
A number of American and Russian statesmen who had been prominent during the Cold War -like Shultz and Kissinger in the US and Primakov and Ivanov in Russia -declared their view that after the end of the Cold War nuclear deterrence was obsolete between the two countries and that the US and Russia should take the lead in global nuclear disarmament. They saw a spread of nuclear weapons to more countries and to terrorist organizations as a great threat that could perhaps only be countered by a common global exit from the nuclear weapons era.
Regrettably, these ideas and proposals for nuclear disarmament were opposed by military and political security elites in the US and Russia. On both sides they insisted that the nuclear guard must remain alive and well for any contingency, including conflicts between themselves. In Washington it was only with the greatest political effort and promising many billions to keep the nuclear weapon production in top trim that President Obama could get the Senate to ratify the START. In Moscow the security experts on the military side warned that the US was still developing the strategic missile shield that might one day allow the US to attack anybody anywhere in the world with nuclear weapons, while keeping the US, itself immune against any reprisal. MAD would be lost.
The disarmament hopes of the spring of 2010 gave way to the stagnation of 2011. Although US-Russian talks continue on the crucial missile issue and some 'resetting' continues, the world is basically at an intermission in the field of disarmament. With presidential elections looming in both the US and Russia, both governments feel a need to look tall and strong.
The potential geopolitical threat of huge nuclear arsenals thus remains. It is mitigated by the absence -after the end of the Cold War -of really serious conflicts between the major nuclear powers. This is not to say that the situation is free from nuclear risks through accidents or misunderstandings. Further, although the risk is deemed remote that some terrorists could wield a nuclear weapon or even a 'dirty bomb' continued stalemate in the talks with North Korea and Iran could lead to new dangers.
To this map of dangers some further complications must be added. Any slow-down in nuclear expansion after Fukushima would increase the competition about access to oil and gas. Italy's continued no to nuclear power will continue to make the country dependent upon imported gas. Germany's phasing out of nuclear power will increase its gas import.
Heavier dependence on the import of gas will increase competitive interests in and tensions about gas deliveries and gas producing areas like the Middle East, Central Asia and the Arctic. Important US political figures (Senator Lugar) have warned that interruptions in the export of gas might be regarded as aggression triggering NATO solidarity.
Thus, abandoning or slowing development of nuclear power would likely lead to more geopolitical tension. Some are suspicious about and lamenting oil rich Gulf countries' plans to build nuclear power plants. Would they prefer that these countries cover their growing need of electricity by burning more oil? Let me note that China is already a bigger importer than the US of oil from Saudi Arabia. Should we not wish that China maintain its rapid nuclear expansion rather than further increasing its imports of fossil fuels and building even more coal plants?
A different complication in the nuclear risk map is linked to the construction of new fuel cycle installations, notably plants for the enrichment of uranium or for reprocessing and plutonium production.
Under the Non-Proliferation Treaty (NPT) parties are free to build not only nuclear power plants but also plants for enrichment and reprocessing for non-weapons purposes.
The building of more light water reactors -even on a large scale -has not raised significant concerns. Indeed, in the 1990s the US was willing to help North Korea to build two LWR in return for scrapping its nuclear program comprising the reprocessing of plutonium and Iran has been offered help by the EU to build many more light water reactors, if it stops its program of enriching uranium.
By contrast, the construction of enrichment plants may raise concernsespecially if no good economic rationale can be seen. The problem is that if you have developed installations that can enrich uranium to 4 % that is required for fuel in power plants you can -without much delay --also enrich to 94 %, which would give you weapons grade material.
Japan. Brazil and Argentina are NPT parties that have this abilitywithout meeting much international concern. Iran, on the other hand, is meeting tremendous international opposition, when it develops the capacity to enrich uranium ostensibly to make fuel for nuclear reactors.
Many governments see it as desirable to achieve some restraints in the further construction of enrichment plant in non-nuclear weapon states. It is true that such construction --as we can see in the case of Iran --can raise suspicions, tensions and perhaps even 'fuel cycle races'. It can be argued that new restraints would not be much of a burden: just as states do not necessarily need to have their own oil refineries but can import refined oil products where this is economic, states might forego the enrichment of uranium, if guarantees were given for access to uranium fuel at world market prices. However, many non-nuclear weapon states are unlikely to accept any restrictions beyond the commitment not to develop nuclear weapons.
As I noted, the short term outlook for nuclear and other disarmament is gloomy and unlikely to brighten the geopolitical threat picture. To make things worse, a possibly stronger Asian demand for oil, gas and other commodities could lead to frictions. In the energy sector a further expansion of nuclear power would help to alleviate the pressures somewhat.
For the longer term I am more optimistic about the outlook for disarmament and lower military budgets, because I see few potential sources for severe conflicts between the big military states. Historically, armed conflicts between states have been caused by conflicts about borders, territory or religion/ideology. Very likely the Cold War was the last global war about ideology or social system. There will be no wars of civilizations and the market economy system (of various shades) has been adopted by practically the whole world.
What then is there to fight about between the big and strong and why do they still keep huge military sectors, including expensive nuclear arsenals? The military expenditures of the world amounted in 2009 to some 1.500 billion dollars -of which nearly 45 % fell on the US, perhaps some 6 % on China, about 4 % on France, between 3 and 4 % on the UK, Japan, Germany and Russia. (Italy 2,3, India 2.4, Saudi Arabia 2.7)
It is true that there are flashpoints like Taiwan, Kashmir and the India-China border. While one cannot assume that these will always be handled pragmatically by the relevant states they are unlikely to lead to a world conflagration. The same is true for civil wars and regional armed conflicts that are far more likely to erupt, especially in Africa.
The reality behind the still horrendous military preparations is, as I noted earlier, that a large part of the military-industrial-political security elites in the big powers still do not discount the possibility of armed conflicts between themselves. Only a period without severe controversies, I think will convince them that after the Cold War and with accelerating globalization the world is in a new phase in which more protection is needed against terror attacks and cyber attacks but in which more air craft carriers, submarines, fighter planes and space fighting capacity are a waste of resources. The resetting of US-Russian relations, a growing EU-Russia cooperation and US-China accommodation are the processes that can lead to a period of calm and nuclear disarmament..
I have noted that competition about access to oil and gas -and maybe other commodities, too -has a potential for causing friction. However, this is more likely, in my view, to play out in prices than in armed conflict. Clearly, however, an expansion of nuclear power can help countries to increase their energy independence and reduce competition about increasingly expensive oil and gas.
Let me end this part of my presentation by adding that an important new factor is likely to facilitate conciliation and cooperation among the most powerful states -and other states as well. MAD -mutually assured destruction --is being fast replaced by MED -mutual economic dependence. The vastly increased dependence between states leads them to show more regard for each others' interest and to avoid threats and conflict. Détente will facilitate disarmament.
If the military elites and ministries of defense do not notice the ongoing reduction in geopolitical risks and see the case for nuclear and other disarmament, I trust that the ministries of finance and the taxpayers will.
THE CIVILIAN USE of NUCLEAR ENERGY
Let me now turn to discussing some of the arguments against a greater reliance on nuclear power. Not least after the accident in Fukushima there is an increased receptiveness to such arguments and in some countries important political action has been taken. Here, in Italy, a referendum that was planned to open for a revival of nuclear power had -after Fukushima --the opposite effect of confirming the ban that was imposed after the Chernobyl accident in 1986. The German government that only a few months ago had pushed through a law permitting longer operating licenses for nuclear plants was forced by public opinion after Fukushima to reverse itself and institute a complete phase out of nuclear power by 2022. In Japan that has looked to nuclear power as a chief means of attaining a measure of energy independence, a planned rapid expansion will not occur.
In the US the expectations have been lowered that many new nuclear will be built -perhaps less due to Fukushima, however, than to a new easy access to shale gas. However, many other countries seem to remain on a pro-nuclear power course albeit with increased attention to security issues, including those that emerged from the accident in Japan. I am thinking of many states in Asia, many Middle East states, the UK, Finland, the Netherlands, Russia and Eastern Europe.
Nevertheless, after a period of growing conviction that an expansion of CO2 free nuclear power was around the corner some momentum has been lost and a big question for the world of nuclear science and technology and for governments wishing to restrain CO2 emissions is now how momentum can be regained.
For the short term, I think better and safer nuclear operation is the only answer. Adherence to a nuclear safety culture must be wholehearted and everywhere. It does not clash with economy. On the contrary, reliable operations are more economic. Unplanned stoppages are costly.
Longer term, I think scientific and technological innovations will change the landscape. Contrary to what critics sometimes assert the problems we face are not superhuman. They can and must be tackled by innovative scientists and engineers.
We also need the scientists and engineers and, indeed, all responsible people in society to devote more effort and skill to explain how humanity can benefit from the use of nuclear energy while keeping risks at an acceptable level. And we must frankly discuss what are acceptable levels.
We should note that nuclear is not the first and only technology that has scared many people. In the early days of steam boilers people were scared by a great number of explosions. With better engineering and more operational experience, the boilers became safer and accidents rare. The scare and protests disappeared..
The explanations to the public must be informed and honest. We must clarify to start with that reliance on nuclear power -like reliance on any source of energy -will never be at zero risk. Examples may help. Fire is a form of energy that humanity has known and relied on for millennia. Nuclear energy is a little like fire. We can and do use it for our benefit but we must stay away from dangerous and imprudent uses..
When we discuss the risks that are linked to the exploitation of various energy sources we should perhaps quote the famous Indian nuclear scientist Homi Bhaba who said that "no energy is more expensive than no energy".
We might also note that the biggest modern energy accidents -in terms of lives lost -have related to hydro dams, when floods have killed people downstream. Here, in Italy the Vaiont accident in1963 is reported to have killed some 2000 people in the span of few minutes. It did not stop the use of hydropower…
We might also refer to the countless accidents in coal-mines, the collapse of oil platforms and gas explosions. Thorough studies have shown that wind power, solar power and nuclear power cause the least damages to human life and health.
It is true that long-lasting hazardous contamination can be a particularly negative consequence of releases of radioactivity into the environment. We must remember, however, that such releases have been the result of rare accidents. In many other industries toxic or otherwise damaging releases have been part of normal operations -and been tolerated. Huge quantities of sulphor dioxide and nitrogen oxides are still routinely emitted creating damaging acid rains.
When all this is said to put nuclear power in perspective we must note however, that many people find the whole subject of radiation scary and some will resist nuclear power at almost any cost. We may speculate why this is so. Personally, I think it has to do with the fact that the human body has no mechanism that warns us about nuclear radiation. Heat radiation is different. We feel it and can withdraw from it. It is true that we do not feel ultraviolet rays but we know -from sometimes painful experience -that these rays will hurt us, if we allow ourselves to be excessively exposed to sunshine. So we count the minutes in the sun or smear ourselves white.
Radon -in buildings and in water -is perhaps an instructive subject. We know that at some levels radon is risky to our health but we cannot identify radon with our senses. Yet, we are not at a loss. We use instruments telling us whether the levels of radon are risky and need be reduced, for instance by better ventilation.
In a nuclear power plant there are multiple layers to contain the radiation: circonium cladding of fuel rods, a strong reactor vessel, thick steel containment and a reactor building of heavy concrete. In the Three Mile Island accident despite a core melt the protective layers sufficed to prevent any radioactive releases to the environment. In the cases of Chernobyl and Fukushima the core melts resulted in harmful releases. The Chernobyl reactor was closed and no more reactors of RBMK type are built while modifications have been made in the few that remain.
Following the accident in the 40 year old Fukushima plant the whole world is checking their nuclear plants through stress tests and other means for any of the shortcomings experienced at Fukoshima or, indeed, any other shortcomings. With an ongoing expansion of nuclear power especially in fast developing countries in Asia, the recent accident in the most nuclear experienced Asian country may serve as a reminder that a wholehearted adherence to a nuclear safety culture is a necessity everywhere.
Strong and independent regulatory institutions must supervise construction and operations. Learning from the experience of other countries is another necessity. Just as it is said that 'an accident anywhere is an accident everywhere' we may urge that 'a lesson anywhere should be a lesson everywhere'. Cooperation within the auspices of the World Association of Nuclear Operators (WANO) and the IAEA and common rules on safety are other necessities.
Serious and negative as the impact upon public opinion has been from the three big nuclear we should register that the public and the world have learnt important lessons from them. Before the TMI accident a film called 'The China syndrome' illustrated the fear that a nuclear core melt could burn its way right through the earth. The three big core melt accidents that the world has witnessed in some 60 years of nuclear power plant operations have certainly nourished fears and prompted opposition but they have also, I believe, de-demonized nuclear power somewhat. The unwelcome real events that we have seen with our own eyes have puts some limits on the unreal scenarios that our imagination is otherwise able to conjure.
Most of the world's operating reactors are of Generation II and in their thirties or even, as Fukushima, in their forties. Many may continue to be licensed for operation until they are 50 or even 60. However, while their basic design is thus rather old many of them have been refurbished. One reason has been to incorporate new safety features -like venting arrangements for overpressures. Another has been to upgrade capacity for higher output, which might be desirable for economic reasons or because of difficulty to get acceptance for new plants or sites.
The first Generation III plants that very soon will enter into service will operate for the larger part of this century. They are welcome as they represent much new thinking and build on much accumulated experience.
It is a sign of the vitality of the world of nuclear science and engineering that even before Generation III is operating, many concepts of reactors of Generation IV are examined or tested. There are many interests that a fourth generation may seek to respond to -beyond safety, economy, ease of operation and safeguards control. I have in mind the interest that reactors and fuel cycles be proliferation resistant, be convenient to use for the desalination of sea water, or for the propulsion of large ships.
For isolated locations, islands, and countries with limited grids reactors of smaller size are needed. I was, myself, briefed in China last year about a 100 MW high temperature gas cooled pebble bed reactor that could not have a core melt and that could in large part be factory built. Similar concepts have been developed in South Africa and the US. This is clearly of interest.
Resources need be allocated for research and future development in areas such as those covered by this conference. Although a practical use of fusion always seem to be fifty years away, ITER and other research must continue.
Breeder reactors went out of fashion many years ago, partly because of concern for their use of plutonium but perhaps mainly because uranium was so cheap that the once through nuclear fuel cycle was more economic. If nuclear power were to expand significantly and make uranium more expensive reprocessing of spent uranium fuel and use of plutonium could again become economic. A good deal of experience has been accumulated of fast reactors -especially in France, Russia, China and India. Reprocessing would make the uranium resources of the world suffice far into the futureeven for greatly expanded nuclear power. The use of thorium in nuclear power reactors -a technique that has many attractions and is evoking increasing interest -will also remove any concerns that nuclear power could ever run out of fuel. Uranium and thorium are not renewable but they offer sustainable sources of energy -which is what matters. My final comments relate to economy and waste It was once famously claimed that nuclear generated electricity would be 'too cheap to meter'. This has not proved accurate. During the 1990s a main reason for dearth in nuclear construction was probably that combined cycle gas turbines were more economic. During this decade oil and gas generated electricity may become increasingly expensive due to dwindling global resources and rising demand for oil and gas. Nevertheless, a global revival for nuclear power today will continue to depend to a large degree on the ability of nuclear to keep costs down. Although wind and solar electricity is gradually becoming less costly it is unlikely ever to become competitive with nuclear in a level playing field. Sunshine and wind are free but they are dispersed and intermittent sources and expensive to harvest. However, should nuclear fail to be much less expensive a government might give preference to wind and solar electricity in spite of somewhat higher costs.
To many people a major objection to nuclear power has been that it generates waste that may remain harmful to people even a hundred thousand years from now. I will not invoke Groucho Marx famous question: "Why should we do something for future generations? They never did anything for us!" I agree that we must seek to avoid endangering future generations. Efforts to design fuel and fuel cycles that will eliminate or minimize hazardous and long lived radioactivity at acceptable cost are desirable and will, I think, be successful.
My main comment, however, is that the problem should be looked at with some common sense and perspective. First, existing plans for disposal deep in stable geological sites reduce any future hazard to a very low level. Second, we should talk not only about alternative energy but also about alternative waste. Enormous CO2 emissions into the atmosphere --the waste from the burning of fossil fuels -are the alternative to the small volumes of waste that come from nuclear fuel. Global warming caused in part by CO2 emissions may threaten living conditions for human beings already within centuries. The leaking of minor quantities of plutonium within the next thousand years or after the next ice age seems distinctly less threatening. I am tempted to conclude that the limited quantities of nuclear waste that can be taken care of in their entirety is one of the greatest assets of nuclear power.
